IXL Scavenger Hunt
Complete this scavenger hunt to explore all there is to learn on IXL!

Start by signing in to www.ixl.com:
Username

Password

Then, complete the activities below.
DIAGNOSTIC ARENA

RECOMMENDATIONS WALL

Answer 10 questions in the diagnostic arena
The Continuous Diagnostic will reveal your
levels in six math strands as you answer
a few questions.

Pick a recommended skill
Your wall shows a huge selection of skills chosen
just for you. Which skill looks most interesting?

Check out your diagnostic stats
Which strands are your strongest and weakest?
(You may need to keep diagnosing to narrow
down your levels.)

Answer 10 questions
You’ll also see recommended skills as you
practice! If you get stuck, check out the
supporting skills at the bottom of the page.
Hint!

Hint!

How do I make my levels go up?
Work on your recommended skills, and visit the
diagnostic arena weekly to show what you’ve learned.

SKILL LIST

Hint!

Which recommendation do I pick?
There’s no wrong choice—it just depends on your goals.
Pick from 6 types: Try something new, Work it out, Keep
at it, Go for gold, Next up, From the diagnostic arena.

BONUS POINTS!

Pick a skill from Math or Language arts
There are hundreds of skills that you can learn.
Which skill did you choose?

Win 1 award
Go to Awards to see what you need to do on
IXL to win the next award. What did you win?

Reach a SmartScore of 70
Questions will become increasingly challenging—
answer them correctly to increase your
SmartScore! If you get one wrong, be sure
to learn from the explanation.

Check out Analytics
Analytics gives you insight on the progress
you’ve made. How many questions have you
answered so far?

Do I need to get to 100?
If you reach a SmartScore of 100, you’ve achieved
mastery! But, you also can ﬁnish a skill earlier—80 or
90 are great goals to set.

